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iUniverse, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What would you do with a round-trip ticket to travel
through time? What if you could. Re-write History Learn from their mistakes Eliminate hidden
barriers Break free from karmic patterns Multi-life Therapy is a safe, easy way to do all that and
more! This book chronicles real people s visits with other incarnations and their transformative
results. Mary s fluid, engaging style transports you to Atlantis, Egypt, Nazi Germany and even other
galaxies. Each encounter with emotional turmoil and unresolved conflicts carried forward from
other lifetimes bears gifts of enlightenment and triumph on many levels. Mary s pioneer work with
Multi Life Therapy delicately taps the resonating core of consciousness to reveal the
interconnections of karmic history, current reality and future potential. Do we have past lives?
Journals of a Healer goes far beyond that question to affirm past-life regression and document the
unlimited ways it can heal. Anyone seeking to understand themselves will benefit from this
extraordinary book, which brings to light story after remarkable story of past lives. In it, Mary Blake
takes us on a...
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ReviewsReviews

This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- Keon Lowe-- Keon Lowe

An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Schaefer I-- Nelle Schaefer I
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